San Francisco’s Mayor Is Caught Without a Mask

Chief White Promises to Collect Fines From Ringside Victims

San Francisco’s Mayor is about to discard a ten-cent influenza mask that will cost him $50 if Chief of Police White has his way.

The chief promises to call upon the Mayor this morning and point out to him the photograph of James Rolph Jr. sitting at the ringside of the Meehan-Fulton go last Saturday night enjoying the scene with his mask hanging down around his neck.

Also, Chief White says he will assess him $50.

For some persons, the United War Work drive did not end last night. Several hundred well-known men, at least, will feel the effect of the drive for some days to come because the police are after them.

With a microscope, Captain O’Brien went ahead with his identification yesterday. He found the following celebrities maskless. Superior Judge Bernard J. Fiddel, Congressman J. J. Nolan, Supervisor Joseph Mulvihill, Mayor Rolph, Rear-Admiral Jayne, Henry Berry, and many others who he says will be “pinched” if they do not pay.

Health Officer William C. Hassler was caught by Captain O’Brien for $5. in addition to a $20 check he had already put up. He was the first victim of police surveillance.